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What is Typography?
Typography is the art of arranging letters and text in a way that makes the copy 
legible, clear, and visually appealing to the reader.

 Typography is the theory and practice of typeface design. 
 Typeface – a set of designed glyphs that represent letters, numbers, and symbols

 Typography involves font style, appearance, and structure, which aims to elicit certain 
emotions and convey specific messages. 
 Font – a typeface’s medium, like software or metal type characters



Modern 
Typography
History



Modern Typography: A Brief Timeline

1800 BC

The Phaistos Disc
First example of 
the typographical 
principle

732

Charlemagne
Orders the 
Caroline 
miniscule, the 
instance of true 
lowercase letters

1455

Johannes 
Gutenberg
Developed 
movable type and 
the printing press

1490

Claude 
Garamond
Develops the first 
true printing 
typeface not 
designed to 
imitate 
handwriting

1557

Robert Granjon
Develops the first 
cursive typeface

1757

John Baskerville
Develops the first 
transitional 
roman typeface

1780

Didot and Bodoni
Develops the first 
modern roman 
fonts

1815

Vincent Figgins
Develops the first 
slab serif

1816

William Caslon IV
Develops the first 
sans serif font

1964

Rodolf Hell
Develops first 
digital typesetter, 
Digiset

1985

Adobe PostScript
Adobe develops 
first vector-based 
fonts

1996

OpenType
Developed by 
Microsoft and 
Apple for 
maximum 
compatibility and 
flexibility



Typography 
Classification
& Anatomy



Old-style Roman
 Serifs with brackets

 Moderate contrast between thin and thick strokes

 Diagonal axis of stress

 Slanted serifs on ascenders

 Ideal for blocks of type and extended reading

Modern
 Very thin serifs with no brackets

 Extreme contrast between thick and thin strokes

 Rigid vertical axis of stress

 Appropriate for logos and headlines

Slab Serif
 Mono-weight stroke or minimal stroke variation

 Thick, blocky, unbracketed serifs

 Designed for visibility at great distances

Sans Serif
 French for “without serifs”

 Mono-weight or minimal stroke variation

 Clean aesthetic

 Appropriate for headlines and limited reading 

Novelty
 Designed for thematic or display purposes only

Script
 Imitates handwriting





Why is 
Typography 
Important? 



Communication
Good Typography:

 Promotes Legibility

 Provides Clarity  

 Encourages Engagement

 Sets a Mood

 Provides a Voice



Wait…
Voice?



Dr. Henry Bernard, PhD 

Neural Surgeon 

Dr. Henry Bernard, PhD 

Neural Surgeon 

Between the two business cards…

…which “sounds” like a neural surgeon?





Is this how you 
imagine I sound?



Or do you imagine 
that I sound like 
this? Woof woof!



The case for Comic Sans

Typographer Vincent Connare
created Comic Sans for the 
Microsoft Bob computer program.
It needed to:
 Be legible at small sizes
 Be clear at low resolutions
 Be accessible to individuals with 

dyslexia and similar disabilities
 Serve as the voice for a cartoon 

dog!

“…in design you have 
to be brief.”

Vincent Connare



"I think people who don't like Comic 
Sans don't know anything about 
design. They don't understand that in 
design you have a brief. Comic Sans 
matched the brief."





Expressive Typography



Infographics



https://www.creativebloq.com/typography/examples-kinetic-typography-11121304

Kinetic Typography

https://www.creativebloq.com/typography/examples-kinetic-typography-11121304


Type + Concept

https://www.pentagram.com/work/yale-school-of-architecture/story

https://www.pentagram.com/work/yale-school-of-architecture/story


Web Typography

https://blog.hubspot.com/website/website-typography
https://rallyinteractive.com/

 Limit the number of typefaces per website.

 Use a sans serif font for body text.

 Stick to standard fonts at first.

 Size your text appropriately.

 Don’t use all caps.

 Use colors carefully and intentionally.

 Stay between around 40 and 80 characters per line.

 Provide sufficient spacing between lines.

 Eliminate text animations.

https://blog.hubspot.com/website/website-typography
https://rallyinteractive.com/


Learn more about Typography:
 Learn the structure of type and the different elements of its anatomy

 Learn key terminology that will allow you to talk about typography

 Learn how to distinguish between different font styles and categories

 Learn how to use fonts based on style and category

 Learn how to recognize tone and emotional context in typography



Thank you!
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